
 
 

Primordial Germ Cells: Unravelling The Mystery of New Life 

Helen Kelly  

Some germ cells stay offline, while others develop into skin, bones, 
and organs. Dr Susana M. Chuva de Sousa Lopes, Assistant 
Professor of Germ Cell and Stem Cell Biology at Leiden University 
Medical Center, leads a team dedicated to investigating why this 
occurs. 

You learned in basic biology how we come into being. Egg and 
sperm unite, the one cell multiplies forming a four-cell sphere, 
and the multiplying continues until there are enough cells to start 
the age-old dance down the roads of tissue differentiation (Figure 
1). When each cell achieves its final form and reaches its assigned 
place, all join hands to house a new life. 

This would be old news except for two intriguing updates. 

There is a window 
during development 
when some cells can 
abandon the original 
plan for 
differentiation and 
become almost any 
among the body’s 
approximately 200 
cell varieties.  

They are the embryonic stem cells—currently of worldwide 
interest because they may allow us to repair tissue should disease 
strike or advanced age bring the inevitable wearing out. 

Moreover another cluster of cells, much less celebrated, may 
offer potential to understand not only how life transfers but how 
we might preserve the possibility for transferring life when 
sterility or disease strike or a woman delays childbearing— and in 
the longer term, how we might intervene earlier to prevent 
disease in the first instance. 

http://www.alnmag.com/


PRIMORDIAL GERM CELL BASICS 

This latter cluster is the primordial germ cells (PGCs). Sparked by 
some combination of the cell’s inbuilt characteristics and 
environmental triggers called inductive signals, primordial germ 
cells arise just outside the early embryo and patiently wait out the 
first stages of organ development (Figure 2).  

At this stage and for a very brief time, they still have the potential 
to give rise to every type of body tissue1. During this period, they 
enter the embryo and journey to the gonad site where tissue is 
marked to become either ovaries or testes. At the gonad site, for 
a while each primordial germ cell can become either sperm or egg 
depending upon whether the tissue site they enter is to be ovary 
or testes2. 

Given that germ cells contain the programming information for 
future development of the next new life and thereby secure 
species survival—and that for a brief time they are potentially 
pluripotent—it is notable that these cells are a scarce resource. 
There are but fifty germ cells in the mouse embryo that emerge 
seven days after fertilisation (the number in humans is presumed 
to be about one hundred3). Scientists fathom that the primordial 
germ cells arise outside the embryo so they will not be subject to 
the signaling repertoire that moves the other cell groups toward 
their destinations as skin, bones, and organ systems. 

Research on the nature and function of germ cells hasn’t had a 
high profile, perhaps because malfunctions are rarely fatal. 
Furthermore, research requires special conditions and 



instrumentation because germ cells are small in number, 
differently complex, painstakingly tricky to isolate and even more 
arduous to examine. However, a few teams are making progress 
imaging early mouse embryos and identifying the signals that 
trigger germ cell development, migration and passage to fully 
fledged egg or sperm. 

CURRENT RESEARCH 
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Among other things, the team hopes to discover how a germ cell 
gives rise to a new life and what conditions the germ cell requires 
in order to realise that potential. They are looking for the 
inductive signals that keep germ cells offline while the rest 
develop into skin, bones, and organs; and they hope to discover 
what guides the migration to the place where PGCs become egg 
and sperm. To gather information, Dr Chuva de Sousa Lopes 
makes tiny instruments that allow her team to harvest primordial 
germ cells with exquisite precision and experiment with a mix and 
match of cells, tissue, and signaling. 

The team’s starting point is the primordial germ cell’s information 
network. The questions and issues the team consider include: 

 How are germ cells segregated in mammals and what 
characteristics make them the chosen ones? What biochemical 
signals trigger germ cells and somatic cells to different 
morphology and behaviour? 
 

 What is the balance between a germ cell’s programmed 
behaviour and behaviour induced by the biochemical 
environment/environmental events? 



 Becoming a germ cell is a complex multistep process tightly 
regulated throughout embryonic development, and only decades 
after birth can we generate progeny. During this post-natal period 
the germ cells slowly mature in the gonads. How do they mature 
and what holds them to the optimum time and place? 
 

 What biochemical composition in the egg4 enables this cell to be 
totipotent—that is, able to generate a complete organism 
including positional information and the placental tissues? 
 

 Looking to the future, how do we assist women who undergo 
chemotherapy and want to reproduce later? How do we assist the 
growing number of women over thirty-five who want to 
reproduce? “It would be a major breakthrough if we could 
understand how to retain the vibrancy of these cells, or if we 
could understand how to mature oocytes in vitro from primordial 
follicles”, says Dr Chuva de Sousa Lopes.  
 
“Today we offer cryopreservation of ovarian tissue to cancer 
patients, but there is a great deal more to do before we can say 
that cryopreservation is reliable”. 

Here’s a closer look at some of the team’s work as they search for 
answers to these and other questions. Dr Chuva de Sousa Lopes 
describes the process, and follows up with details of some 
investigations. 

To do this research, investigators must collect germ cells and 
embryos. Since embryo size and shape changes quickly and 
dramatically during development, isolating the embryo at each 
phase requires specialised techniques (Figure 3). 

The isolation of pre-implantation embryos is relatively simple: 
flush the oviduct with a hypodermic needle using watchmaker’s 
forceps to hold the oviduct in place. As the embryos are 
microscopic (Figure 4), investigators use hand-drawn glass 
capillaries in order to collect the embryos under the 
stereomicroscope and culture them further in incubators with a 
warm (37 °C) and humid environment. “We make capillaries that 
are 10-100 μm in length, depending of the purpose of the 
experiments”, she explained, “or we make capillaries that are less 
than 10μm if we are injecting dye into individual cells”. 



 

 

Isolating early post-implantation stages is labour intensive, as the 
embryos are individually packed in the lining; and, inside the 
lining, the embryos are surrounded by several membranes that 
need to be peeled off using sharp tungsten needles or insect 
metal pins and watchmaker’s forceps. At this stage the embryo is 
only 1-2mm in length, only two or three cell layers thick; it is 
extremely fragile and therefore easy to damage.  

“The cluster of germ cells forming is small”, Dr Chuva de Sousa 
Lopes explains, ”so it is challenging to work fast enough to isolate 
the necessary number of germ cells from several embryos to 
perform one study while keeping the embryos at the same 
developmental stage and intact. A lot depends on the correct 
sharpness of your tungsten needles, the diameter of your pulled 
capillaries—and may depend on how much coffee you’ve had as 
you need an absolutely steady hand to remove the thin layers 
that tightly surround the embryo without damaging it”. 

Isolating mid-gestation embryos is easier since the embryos are 
larger, easier to manipulate and the gonads are clearly visible 
among the other organs. However, timing is still critical for 
plugging and isolating. Investigators can isolate post-natal ovaries 
and testes from young or adult mice during weekdays during any 
working schedule. 

To discover the independence of signals and their impact on 
tissue, Dr Chuva de Sousa Lopes’s team favours investigations 
involving the challenging early post implantation period of 



development. “This period in human embryonic development is 
simply impossible to study”, she notes, “as at this stage a women 
rarely realises she is pregnant. So using the mouse as a model 
provides a unique opportunity to study the initial stages of germ 
cell formation and to understand how the mammalian embryo at 
a specific time and place instructs some of its cells to become the 
elected germ cells—the only carriers of genetic information to the 
next generation”. 

 
Aiming to understand 
the source, the origin, 
of inductive signals in 
the embryo, one 
experiment is 
removing a layer of 
tissue and testing as 
the embryo continues 
developing.  

 

Another experiment is changing the orientation of the tissues in 
the embryo or recombining pieces of different embryos and 
asking whether the primordial germ cells continue to form in the 
correct position and numbers. The generation and use of novel 
transgenic mouse models containing green or red fluorescent 
germ cells is helping scientists identify and isolate germ cells on a 
stereomicroscope equipped with fluorescence. It is also possible 
nowadays to follow germ cells in real time—that is, in the embryo. 

In further experiments, the team generate primordial germ cells 
in vitro using embryonic stem cells as starting material instead of 
early embryos. “Germ cells share many characteristics with 
embryonic stem cells”, Dr Chuva de Sousa Lopes explains, “and 
despite constant advances in the field, we are still unable to 
generate functional germ cells in vitro, even from the mouse. So 
on the one hand we still need to use embryos (and animals) to 
grasp the mechanisms important during the multi-step process 
that teach us how to make germ cells and develop them further to 
functional mature eggs; but on the other hand it would be very 
useful to have a robust in vitro system to allow a more 
controllable and reproducible environment to study germ cell 
development and maturation without using animals”. 



“We study the mouse for germ cells at each preand post-natal 
stage of development, so we use animals of all ages”, she said. 
“For germ cell studies, most often though not exclusively we use 
the outbreed strain CBA/C57Bl6. The number of germ cells differs 
with different genetic profiles so we are careful when comparing 
cells and interpreting results when using different strains”, Dr 
Chuva de Sousa Lopes explained.  

“C57Bl6 mice have relatively few germ cells and the 129 mice 
have large numbers of ectopic germ cells. For example, if your 
mouse mutant of interest is in a C57Bl6 and it has low number of 
germ cells it may not necessarily be a direct effect of the mutation 
but simply a result of the genetic background. Mutations of 
different genetic backgrounds often result in different 
‘penetration of the phenotype’, so the same genetic mutation 
may present a more or less severe problem”. 

TIMING AND HOUSING 

In this work, timing and housing are everything.  

The research runs on tight time scales. “Females are in oestrus 
once every five days,” Dr Chuva de Sousa Lopes explains. “Once 
they mate, they are ‘plugged;’ that is, the males secrete a 
substance (the plug) that hardens over the vagina, ensuring the 
female cannot mate a second time that night. The plug falls off 
during the morning so we check the females for plugs by or 
before 10am. Then, depending on the embryonic developmental 
stage we’re studying, we count the days and isolate the embryos. 
The mating time is presumed to have been 24h, and so at 
12h/noon on the day we find a plug, the embryos are considered 
to be 0.5 days post coitum”. 

“Housing is a crucial factor”, she continued. “Working with 
embryos requires absolutely precise staging and the embryo 
develops quickly, so there are big changes from morning to night. 
Light-reversed rooms reduce the frequency with which we must 
assess embryonic stages in the middle of the night. Adjustment to 
the new biologic rhythms takes about ten days. After that, 
investigators can use the mice for timed mating”. 



 

CONCLUSION 
Dr Chuva de Sousa Lopes and her team are passionate about this 
field. “We hope that our research helps lessen the psychological 
and physical strains of infertility and thereby improves human 
happiness. It would be wonderful if we could generate functional 
mature oocytes from immature oocytes or from stem cells— just 
one reason I want to understand how to make germ cells. I hope 
we will soon be able to preserve and culture oocytes and so 
restore fertility after a disease like cancer”. 

“And it would be good to extend the childbearing age, providing 
choice. So, we hope we will contribute to developing ways to 
cryopreserve young germ cells, develop ways to mature germ 
cells in vitro, or develop artificial germ cells from embryonic stem 
cells and contribute with small steps to a deeper understanding of 
the miracle/mystery of life”. 

Helen Kelly is an ALN world Contributing Editor covering 
management and science internationally. HelenKellyLtd@aol.com 
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1. Since a primordial germ cell is potentially pluripotent for some 
time, if during this window one of these cells strays, 
environmental signals can confuse the cell and trigger 
development in the direction of a teratoma, which is a cancer 
(most often benign) marked by a disorganised seemingly random 
collection of body parts such as hair, teeth and small bones. 



2. So, if you transplant female germ cells into male gonads, those 
germ cells will develop as male, and vice versa. 
 

3. It is extremely rare that investigators have an opportunity to 
harvest human primordial germ cells and therefore the timing of 
germ cell formation is still unknown. However, human primordial 
germ cells have been observed around three weeks after 
fertilisation. 
 

4. The mature oocyte or egg shows totipotency when triggered—for 
example by somatic cell nuclear transfer or parthenogenetic 
activation. 
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